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Chapter 1861: Waiting for Demons 

 

Half a month later, somewhere in Mountain Ruins... 

The air-floating mountain ranges lasted 600 miles and formed a continuous patch of land like islands in 

the void. The highest mountain peak was over 100,000 m. Like sharp swords pointing into the heavens, 

these lofty mountain peaks were accompanied by bottomless valleys among them... 

The higher the mountains were, the deeper the valleys would be.  

In the bottomless valleys, there was looming white fog. The white fog covered rugged odd-looking 

stones. These valleys couldn’t see sunshine all the year round; because they were always shrouded with 

fog. Therefore, those rugged odd stones became the gathering place of some bizarre living beings which 

favored dark. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie was hiding somewhere at the hillside, from where he could overlook the 

entire valley. Compared to the barren valley below, there were dense woods and many grottoes at the 

hillside, which were suitable for ambushing. 

A red centipede longer than 1 m slowly climbed up. Right under Zhang Tie’s eyes, the centipede 

appeared to have sensed something abnormal as it became shortly still. Tentacles quivering, it started to 

explore the situation in the air. 

“Go away...” Zhang Tie sent a spiritual order to the centipede, which hurriedly sneaked into the grasses 

beside it and escaped away, causing rustles. 

After driving away from the centipede, Zhang Tie took a look at the valley again only to see nothing. 

Hiding in the pit, Zhang Tie had forgotten how many times he had observed the situation in the valley. 

However, he could see nothing within thousands of miles per time. The latest demon general that Zhang 

Tie noticed was 12 days ago. In the evening, that demon general flew by over 1,300 miles away, crossing 

the skyline like a meteor. Given its speed, Zhang Tie judged that it should be a fire immortal general. 

At that time, as he and Immortal Being in Cloud had set a “trap” here, Zhang Tie didn’t think it was 

necessary to catch that one at the cost of scaring more demon generals away. Therefore, he let that 

demon immortal general go. 

But now, Zhang Tie started to regret watching a complete fire chakra flying away. 

After that demon immortal general flew away, no more demon immortal generals appeared in Zhang 

Tie’s eyes, even in this valley where a “powerful trap” was set. 

Zhang Tie finally lost his patience today. He had stayed in this pit for half a month only to see insects 

crawling in front of him every day. Nobody else could stand that. If not the possibility that he might get 

some fire chakras of demons, Zhang Tie would never have stayed here so long. 



After a few hours’ stay, when the dark gradually fell, Zhang Tie finally lost his patience completely. Heart 

burning with fury, Zhang Tie instantly flew out of the pit where he had been hiding in for over 10 days. 

After entering the valley, he kicked an ox-sized huge stone into pieces, scaring all the insects and 

animals in the surroundings back into cracks or pits where they used to hide in. At the same time, Zhang 

Tie swore, “Trap sh*t...” 

At this moment, Immortal Being in Cloud also jumped out of a pit in the nearby. In the blink of an eye, 

he had come to Zhang Tie’s front. Watching Zhang Tie with an embarrassed look, he explained, “Erm... 

erm... the trap was always available before... I’ve tried it many times. Why... why doesn’t it work this 

time? This place is called Tranquil Valley. It’s gloomy and hidden. It’s covered with Tranquil Grasses. 

Wind spider demon immortal generals like to rest and lurk in such places most. Additionally, the paste 

that I daubed on the stone could be smelt by wind spider demon immortal generals from 600 miles 

away. They would definitely come over here to check it. By then...” 

Immortal Being in Wood’s idea was good, but the fact was unpleasant. It was like how a hunter set a 

trap. Sometimes, the trap could capture preys; sometimes, the trap could catch nothing until it was 

rotten and collapsed. 

“Didn’t you say that wind spider demon immortal generals would fall into the trap in 3 days on average, 

5 days at most? It’s already half a month! But none of them was trapped. Did you really catch any wind 

demon immortal general with such a trap before?” Zhang Tie watched Immortal Being in Cloud with 

doubts. 

“It’s real. When I set a trap a few years ago, I killed two wind spider demon immortal generals with my 

friend. If not a fire spider demon general was attracted, we could continue to catch other demon 

immortal generals with that trap...” Immortal Being in Cloud frowned with a confused look, “I also 

wonder why it became useless this time. Have all the spider demons changed their temperament? 

That’s impossible...” 

“What did you daub on the stone?” 

“It’s a mixture of essence of 10,000-year-old Tranquil Grasses in flower, poison glands of spider demon 

immortal generals and the other elixirs. This recipe is classified. Average people don’t know about it. A 

drop of it cost me dozens of element crystals...” Immortal Being in Cloud said with a bitter smile. He 

didn’t tell Zhang Tie about this “secret” before; however, he could only explain it at this moment. 

“I spent a lot in getting one vial. Only wind spider demon generals could catch its odor by their nose. If 

spider demon immortal generals eat the essence of 10,000-year-old Tranquil Grasses which had been in 

flower, the toxicity in their battle qi could increase by more than 30%. It could increase their battle force 

greatly. Ordinary spider demon generals could never withstand such a big allure...” Immortal Being in 

Cloud said as he scratched his head. Closely after that, he suddenly changed his face as if he had recalled 

something, “Err, did that old guy sell me a fake good? No, I have to settle accounts with him...” 

Watching Immortal Being in Cloud’s changing expressions, Zhang Tie became speechless. At this 

moment, he couldn’t beat this old man and blame him for wasting half a month. If Immortal Being in 

Cloud really bought a “fake good”, Zhang Tie could only accept the fact. Over the past half a month, he 

just took it as a rest. What else could he do? No matter what, Immortal Being in Cloud was his half guide 

in Mountain Ruins. He had learned a lot from this guy. He didn’t suffer a loss at all. 



Therefore, Zhang Tie became gradually composed. After taking a look at Immortal Being in Cloud, he 

said, “If you want to settle accounts with someone, I will not go there with you. Let’s bid farewell here. 

Green hills remain unchanged, green waters flow forever. Hopefully, we could meet each other again in 

the future...” 

“Ah, Li, won’t you come with me...” Immortal Being in Cloud still wanted to ask Zhang Tie to stay while 

rolling his eyes smartly, “Li, as long as you and I find that old guy and get the quality good from him, we 

could continue here. When we kill demon generals, I only need 40% of the profits, you could take the 

60. Additionally, Li, you’re not familiar with Mountain Ruins...” 

“Haha, it doesn’t matter. I will be familiar with it after taking a look around. Additionally, I could make 

hundreds of thousands a second, I could really wait for any more. I’ve got something important to deal 

with. See you...” After leaving the words, Zhang Tie instantly rushed into the sky. With a few flashes, he 

had left Tranquil Valley and disappeared... 

Seeing off his “good helper” whom he had fetched with great efforts with a pitiful look, Immortal Being 

in Cloud slightly frowned as he mumbled, “Hundreds of thousands a second, what does that mean...” 

After standing there for a short while, when he couldn’t see Zhang Tie any longer, Immortal Being in 

Cloud took out of a red jade vial from his space-teleportation equipment. After taking a look at it, he 

immediately threw it onto a stone in the far, breaking it into pieces and spraying liquid everywhere. 

“Old guy, how dare you to cheat me with a fake good? I will demolish your nest this time...” 

After making a decision ferociously, Immortal Being in Cloud stamped to the ground once as he flashed 

towards another direction... 

The deep valley was tranquil; the white fog was rolling. Only after a short while, this place had become 

as tranquil as before... 

One day later... 

With a bang, a powerful battle qi crossed the air which cleaned up the rolling white fog in a split second, 

exposing an open land at the bottom of the valley being covered with rugged odd stones. With a red 

flash, 7 terrifying and powerful spider demon generals appeared on the ground. 

They were 7 powerful spider demon immortal generals. The one ahead of the other 6 was in black metal 

armor, exposing 6 arms. In a bloody cloak, his qi was domineering. It was this spider demon general who 

had cleaned up the white fog across the valley with only one strike. At this moment, if Zhang Tie was 

here and saw this spider demon immortal general, he must widely open his mouth. Given its qi, this 

spider demon immortal general was a powerful sage-level knight. 

Even though Zhang Tie was not here, if someone else saw the bloody cloak behind this spider demon 

immortal general, he could also judge the identity of this spider demon immortal general even though 

he couldn’t sense its domineering qi. Among the demon immortal generals in Motian Realm, those in 

bloody cloaks were supreme immortal generals, namely sage-level knights. 

During the past half a month, when Zhang Tie and Immortal Being in Cloud stayed here, they didn’t get 

sh*t; however, soon after they left here for a day, 7 demon powers had arrived here at the same time... 



Chapter 1862: The Prey 

 

The color of cloak represented the identity of high-level demon general on the battlefield. Red cloak 

represented supreme demon general, namely sage-level demon knight; golden cloak implied demon 

emperor; black cloak represented fire demon general, also semi-sage level night. Those below fire 

demon generals were not qualified to wear cloaks. 

At this moment, that spider demon general in red cloak was followed by 2 spider demons in red cloaks 

and 4 spider demons who didn’t wear cloaks. Even the 4 spider demons who didn’t wear cloaks were 

also wind demon generals... 

Facing such a team, even though Zhang Tie and Immortal Being in Cloud were still hiding in that pit, they 

dared not come out either. They could only start Plan B to survive themselves, not to mention hunting 

demons. 

After glancing over the valley, the demon sage-level knight in red cloak instantly gazed at the place 

where Immortal Being in Cloud broke that jade vial one day ago. He rushed towards that place. Closely 

after that, some pieces of the jade vial flew towards his hand as he sucked the air. 

The sage-level knight slightly moved his nose. Closely after that, a gloomy green light flashed across his 

eyes. Then, he roared in a hoarse voice which sounded like how a rusty saber was used to scrape a 

stone, “Essence of 10,000-year-old Tranquil Grass in flower...” 

After hearing his growl, all the other 6 demon generals instantly flew away and started to search over 

the surroundings in 6 directions before the sage-level knight opened his mouth. 

They searched over the surrounding valleys and mountain peaks in the same way——first, see and 

sense; then, strike those uncertain places with battle qi. 

In the rumbling battle qi strikes, only after a short while, all the surrounding places where people might 

hide in had been bombed. As a result, it was messy all over with broken stones over the ground. Some 

places even changed their topography. 

“Lord, there’s no human immortal generals in the surroundings...” After 6 demon generals flew back, a 

fire demon general in black cloak reported. 

“It means that they’ve already gone... for almost a day...” The sage-level spider demon knight opened 

his mouth icily. 

“Lord, do we need to...” that demon general in black cloak asked as a sharp fierce qi flashed across his 

eyes. At the same time, all the other demon generals started to breathe heavily. 

“No need. His Majesty summons us for something more important. We shouldn’t miss the more 

important thing only for such a small thing. Let’s go back to our gathering place and talk about it later!” 

As he said, the sage-level knight had already flown far away, closely followed by the other demon 

generals. 

“Inform all the demon generals, humans have already mastered the method to extract the essence of 

10,000-year-old Tranquil Grass with flower. In the future, all the spider demon generals should take 



precautions against the trap that humans set with the essence of 10,000-year-old Tranquil Grass with 

flower...” The sage-level spider demon knight sent another order in the air. 

“Yes, sir...” 

Coincidentally, the 7 demon generals’ direction was consistent to where Zhang Tie left for yesterday... 

... 

When these demon generals left the deep valley, Zhang Tie was hovering and looking for his prey like a 

goshawk in the sky with looming lotus-flower light in his pupils. Additionally, he kept scanning the air 

territory within 600 miles. 

After leaving the valley, Zhang Tie didn’t know where to go. Therefore, he determined to fly towards the 

direction where that demon general left for 13 days ago. n𝐎𝔳𝑬-𝗅𝑩.In 

At this moment, Zhang Tie had already activated the ability of invisible Shen bead and applied a master-

level hiding rune to himself. Although he was in the sky, he didn’t release any qi. He was absolutely 

transparent. If not being approached by a demon emperor, he could almost not be discovered. 

It was very risky in Mountain Ruins. Anyone here was above the level of wind immortal general. Even 

sage-level knights, immortal emperors or demon emperors always wandered in Mountain Ruins. 

Therefore, Zhang Tie had to be careful for the sake of safety. 

Of course, a prey that could conceal its body and its qi at the same time could barely be discovered by 

hunters. However, if a hunter could conceal his body and qi at the same time, it would be a catastrophe 

for preys. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie was aware that he might be a prey; meanwhile, he was brave and decisive 

enough to be a hunter. 

Zhang Tie was not turning around blindly despite that he was trying his luck. He kept flying in zigzag in a 

huge fan-shaped air zone. 

Zhang Tie had determined to catch some demon knights. He believed that he could encounter some 

demon knights in this way sooner or later unless all the demon generals in Mountain Ruins had 

disappeared or died. He was already in the 7 change realm of the heavenly knight. If he was lucky 

enough, after killing 5-6 demon heavenly knights or semi-sage level knights, he could definitely promote 

to a semi-sage level knight. 

‘In this way, I could take the initiative. Even though I couldn’t get any achievement within a short period 

of time, it was definitely much better than staying in the valley and keeping a close eye on the still trap.’ 

‘With so many secret methods, I should have long done that. Although it seems easier to wait for a 

target in a fixed place, it doesn’t suit me. I was really stupid these days...’ 

Zhang Tie mocked himself in flight. 

Since he left that deep valley, Zhang Tie had been searching over enemies for a whole day in vain. 

However, Zhang Tie was not disappointed; because he had long learned to be strong-willed from wild 

wolves when he attended survival training in Blackhot City as a student. 



Even though he looked around for another month in vain, it was nothing a big deal. In the worst 

scenario, he would search over another air zone. As long as he stuck to it, he would acquire something 

sooner or later. 

With this mentality, Zhang Tie continued to wander in the sky at an average speed. At the same time, he 

scanned air-floating mountains one after another by extending his spiritual energy. Additionally, he 

meticulously stayed away from those space cracks in the sky. 

In Zhang Tie’s eyes, those air-floating mountains were even more brilliant than gold mountains. Zhang 

Tie had intended to teleport those air-floating mountains into Castle of Black Iron for many times; 

however, he stopped himself in the end. Zhang Tie kept warning himself——my primary target here is to 

promote to a semi-sage level knight. As long as I could increase my battle force constantly, I will have 

many opportunities to teleport as many air-floating mountains as possible into Castle of Black Iron in the 

future. If I did that now, it would be too eye-catching... 

Perhaps benefited from releasing spike shrimps during these days or because of good luck, a few hours 

later, Zhang Tie finally saw a demon general coming out of an undulating air-floating mountain over 600 

miles away. 

Although it was over 600 miles away, with lotus-flower eyes, Zhang Tie could still spot the look of that 

demon general——it was a spider demon. Given its speed of over 1,000 m per second, it should be a 

heavenly demon knight. 

Zhang Tie was ecstatic at a stroke as he immediately activated his flight ability as a divine dominator. At 

the same time, his speed surged by more than 10 times from over 1,000 m per second... 

Like a wild wolf which had discovered its prey, Zhang Tie instantly targeted at his prey with shiny eyes 

and rushed over there. 

The closer he was to his prey, the more meticulous he was and slower his speed would be. Only after a 

few minutes, the heavenly spider demon general had already appeared over 60 miles away ahead of 

Zhang Tie and gradually become clearer in Zhang Tie’s eyes, even though he didn’t activate his lotus-

flower eyes. 

Licking his lips, Zhang Tie estimated the distance between him and the heavenly demon spider demon. If 

Zhang Tie sprinted, 10 seconds later, he would touch his target. However, that heavenly spider demon 

general was just a piece of cake for Zhang Tie. 

When Zhang Tie was ready for charging at his target like a wild wolf, another demon knight suddenly 

appeared in front of him... 

An iron-armored demon knight in red cloak was approaching him from 3 o’clock direction. 

Given the red cloak, Zhang Tie knew that it was a sage-level knight. 

At the sight of the sage-level demon knight, Zhang Tie who wanted to charge at his prey became slightly 

hesitant. 

Zhang Tie was confident that he could kill that heavenly spider demon knight and refine its chakra 

before the arrival of the iron-armored sage-level demon knight. However, if he suddenly showed up and 



escaped away right in front of the iron-armored sage-level demon knight, he would expose himself. 

Perhaps that iron-armored demon knight didn’t know who he was, as long as Versatile Demon Emperor 

know that it was him, he probably would discover his trace again. 

The fire chakra of the spider demon was indeed alluring; however, Zhang Tie had to consider the risk of 

exposing himself. 

When Zhang Tie became a bit hesitant, he caught sight of 3 more demon generals——all of them were 

spider demons; 1 semi-sage demon knight in black cloak, 2 heavenly demon knights. All of them 

appeared at 4 o’clock direction in the sky. 

Zhang Tie was shocked at a stroke. ‘What happened? Why did so many demon immortal generals gather 

here all of a sudden? They are flying towards the same direction...’ 

In this case, Zhang Tie couldn’t launch a strike anymore. 

However, after a short while, two more demon generals in red cloaks appeared at 9 o’clock direction in 

the sky. The two demon generals might come together. At the sight of their red cloaks, Zhang Tie silently 

swallowed his saliva... 

Chapter 1863: The Huge Black Tower 

 

Watching so many demon generals gathering, even idiots could guess that something was wrong, not to 

mention Zhang Tie. 

During these days when he stayed with Immortal Being in Cloud, Zhang Tie gained a lot of information 

and knowledge about demons in Mountain Ruins. Being different than that under Mountain Ruins, only 

a few places in Mountain Ruins could be controlled by humans or demons. If Mountain Ruins was taken 

as an ocean, humans and demons just occupied some isles in the ocean. These isles were secret realms 

in the Mountain Ruins which became the strongholds of humans or demons in Mountain Ruins. 

Immortal Being in Cloud told Zhang Tie that it was almost impossible for them to meet many demon 

generals at the same time unless they were close to those secret realms which were occupied by 

demons. 

Tranquil Valley where they set a trap and this air zone where Zhang Tie was searching over were both 

“barren zones” far away from the strongholds of demons and humans. To a certain degree, such places 

were “relatively safe” where he could barely meet the “main force” of demons... 

The experience of Immortal Being in Cloud was very useful. However, at this moment, his experience 

was subverted——A few days ago, Immortal Being in Cloud patted his chest and promised Zhang Tie 

that they wouldn’t meet many demon generals at the same time; however, more and more demon 

generals started to appear in front of Zhang Tie’s eyes at this moment. All of them were flying towards 

one direction. 

‘Something big must have happened!’ 

Zhang Tie mumbled. 



Generally, when a human immortal general met such an occasion, he must turn around and escape 

away right now. However, Zhang Tie was an exception. Although his heart was pounding, his desire for 

adventure surged instantly due to great curiosity. At the same time, a bizarre current reached all of his 

cells from his spine. Closely after that, his adrenaline soared. Besides being extremely thrilled, he started 

to secrete sweet saliva rapidly. Meanwhile, all of his spiritual energy in his mind sea and battle qi in his 

qi sea became active at a stroke... 

On this occasion, if Zhang Tie turned around and escaped away, he even felt not living up to the 

knowledge and secret methods that he had grasped. 

‘Don’t be motherf*cking afraid. In the worst scenario, I will expose my real identity. If I determine to 

escape, very few demons could catch up with me. Even if I were chased by demon emperors, I could 

hide myself in Castle of Black Iron at the critical moment. When I come out of Castle of Black Iron, I will 

change my look. I’m barefoot while demons are in shoes. No matter what, demons will suffer a greater 

loss than me...’ 

After thinking it through, Zhang Tie’s bravery surged as he didn’t have any concern anymore. He just 

gazed at those demon generals and followed them towards one direction... 

Being invisible, Zhang Tie didn’t even reveal a bit of qi. At the same time, he flew towards one direction 

with those demon generals with a distance of at least 60 miles. 

After a few hours, the night gradually fell. However, Zhang Tie found more and more demon generals 

gathering in the sky. There were more than 20 demon generals in his eyes, most of which were spider 

demons. 

After the night fell, these demon generals didn’t completely release their protective battle qi in flight; 

nor did they give out any light or battle qi. All of them were traveling in the dark like specters. On this 

occasion, average human immortal generals could barely discover these demon generals from a bit 

farther away; within a short distance, both parties had the same possibility to find each other. Actually, 

these demon generals were also looking for their enemies on the way... 

... 

At this moment, many air-floating mountains appeared in front, large or small. At first glance, there 

were tens of thousands of air-floating mountains in this air zone. They were just slowly moving in the 

air; some were like duckweeds in the ocean; some were like lofty heavens-reaching pillars; some were 

like creeping huge tortoises; some were like undulating, virile dragons, to name a few. Floating in the 

sky, they were like an artificial maze. 

Those demon generals flew into this air zone one after another. 

People could barely see so many air-floating mountains in an air zone even in Mountain Ruins. When 

Zhang Tie followed these demon generals into this air zone, he recalled what Immortal Being in Cloud 

told him about Mountain Ruins. He faintly felt that this region was Mountains Plain as was described by 

Immortal Being in Cloud. 

‘But Immortal Being in Cloud didn’t mention that anything in Mountains Plain was worth so many 

demon generals to gather here. Did... did demons discover something or have any conspiracy here?’ 



Zhang Tie’s heart pounded once as he kept a close eye on the heavenly spider demon knight ahead of 

those demon generals. 

After traveling across those air-floating mountains for more than 2 hours, Zhang Tie had followed that 

heavenly spider demon knight to the center of those mountains. In this central area, there were 7 eye-

catching air-floating mountain peaks, each of which was higher than 100,000 m. At the sight of them, 

Zhang Tie had confirmed that he was in Mountain Plain; because it was as same as was described by 

Immortal Being in Cloud. 

According to Immortal Being in Cloud, the latest battle between human and demon powers in 

Mountains Plain was over 200 years ago. In ordinary days, as so many mountains were in Mountains 

Plain, it was easy to hide here; therefore, human immortal generals or demon generals could be easily 

ambushed in this region. Therefore, few human or demon powers would enter this region without any 

reason. 

After entering the central area of Mountains Plain, the heavenly spider demon knight instantly came to 

the back of a mountain and disappeared. All the other demon powers also followed him in. 

It was estimated that that valley was the gathering place of demon powers. Zhang Tie then meticulously 

flew to the place 10,000 m away from that mountain peak. After hiding himself in a smaller air-floating 

mountain, Zhang Tie released his spiritual energy, which then “swam” straight to the back of the 

mountain peak as if Zhang Tie was there himself... 

His spiritual energy could move much faster than him. In the blink of an eye, Zhang Tie had traveled to 

the front of that mountain peak spiritually. Zhang Tie held his breath the moment his spiritual energy 

penetrated through that mountain peak. 

There was a vast, open, deep valley behind that over 100,000 m higher mountain peak. At this moment, 

the valley had been completely destroyed. The deep valley was divided into two halves from the center 

by a huge, deep, round pit whose diameter was tens of thousands of meters. It was caused after the 

ground was hit by a meteorolite. The surrounding region of that huge, deep pit was completely 

destroyed by the strong impact wave. However, a huge black, lofty tower higher than 10,000 m was 

standing in the huge pit. The entire black tower was covered with looming black runes. The entire huge 

tower was releasing a frightening, time-honored, powerful qi. 

If not that huge pit, this huge black tower could barely be discovered as it was 10,000 m beneath the 

ground of this valley. 

At this moment, the huge black tower had long been closely surrounded by large batches of demon 

powers. At the glance of them, Zhang Tie had known there were over 1,000 demon powers around the 

huge black tower. What shocked Zhang Tie was that over 70% of them were spider demon powers. 

n𝕠𝓋𝓮/𝗅𝑩)In 

Most of the 700-800 spider demons were in grim battle armors. Additionally, 40-50 spider demons were 

in black cloaks; over 10 spider demons were in red cloaks. 

‘F*ck, have all the spider demon powers in Motian Realm gathered here? What the hell!’ 



Watching so many demon powers gathering here, Zhang Tie had gooseflesh all over. Not until then did 

Zhang Tie know why Immortal Being in Cloud’s trap became ineffective. If all the spider demons across 

Mountain Ruins were gathering here, how could the trap of Immortal Being in Cloud catch the attention 

of spider demons? 

All the demon knights were gazing at the top of that huge black tower with excitement. 

Zhang Tie’s spirit extended along the direction where those demon knights were looking at as he 

instantly noticed two people being in an impasse. 

One of the two people was an old man in blue robe. He was standing on the top of the huge black tower 

as a 33 cm-higher small black pagoda was suspending above his head and giving out a brilliant light. The 

brilliant light formed a semi-transparent round cover which covered the old man and the huge black 

tower under his foot like his protective battle qi. 

The other one was a tall and strong spider demon in black crown and golden cloak, who put his 6 palms 

on the semi-transparent cover as he was releasing a powerful battle qi wave. At the same time, the 

semi-transparent cover was undulating like ripples which might break at any time... 

Whenever the semi-transparent cover moved, the old man in blue robe would tremble all over and 

spurt out blood. As a result, his blue robe had been purplish-red... 

“If you surrender to me now, you could survive...” The demon emperor in golden cloak opened his 

mouth coldly... 

Chapter 1864: Arrival of Powers 

 

“Hahaha...” The old man laughed heroically while his protective cover was undulating. “I, Zhong Ziqi, 

have lived in Motian Realm for over 600 years. Once, I have broken into demons’ battle formation for 7 

times and killed numerous demon generals and soldiers. I have even slept with all the best girls in the 36 

gaily-painted pleasure boats at the bank of Qingzhun River. I’ve enjoyed all the pleasures in the world. I 

could clearly differentiate kindness and hatred. I would fear nothing even if I die here today. If I could 

fight Six-armed Demon Emperor to death, it’s also worth my life, hahaha...” 

Six-armed Demon Emperor was one of the demon emperors in the Spider Demon Palace in Motian 

Realm, who was as powerful as Versatile Demon Emperor. 

Although Zhang Tie had long guessed that there was a Six-armed Demon Emperor, his heart still 

pounded after hearing Zhong Ziqi’s confirmation. Zhang Tie then made his qi more secret. 

Zhang Tie admired the unyielding temperament of Zhong Ziqi very much. However, he couldn’t even 

deal with those demon sage-level knights in red cloak around the huge black tower, not to mention Six-

armed Demon Emperor. It was equal to the total force of a demon palace. Even two more Zhang Tie 

couldn’t defeat it. Therefore, Zhang Tie could only stay aside and watch it, gnashing his teeth. 

Meanwhile, he was pondering about the background of the huge black tower. 

It seemed that the huge black tower was beneath the valley at the beginning. Additionally, Zhong Ziqi 

had long known about it and had some relationship with the black huge pagoda. However, Six-armed 



Demon Emperor discovered it too due to some reason. Therefore, so many demon powers arrived here 

to scramble for the huge black tower. 

After hearing Zhong Ziqi’s words, Six-armed Demon Emperor’s face, which was as ugly as that of a 

spider, became grimmer as it opened its disgusting mouth. “Really? I will satisfy you. If you’re a sage-

level knight, with this immortal hell hub, I might not defeat you. Pitifully, you’re just a fiery immortal 

general. Even though you’ve got it, you could not use 1% of the defensive ability of this immortal hell. 

Let’s see how long could you stand...” 

Zhong Ziqi laughed miserably. “Even though this immortal hell finally falls in your hand, you still couldn’t 

get what you want...” 

“Hahaha, as long as I could kill you and get this immortal hell hub, even if Emperor NvWa was here, he 

couldn’t defeat me either. By then, this immortal hell will be demon’s rarity. There’re always talented 

ones among demons. I don’t believe that we couldn’t get the items inside this immortal hell...” Six-

armed Demon Emperor said with confidence as its battle qi waves started to be fiercer, causing the 

semi-transparent protective cover of Zhong Ziqi to undulate more heavily. 

Those who had not fought demon emperors could never imagine how difficult was it to stand the attack 

of a demon emperor for one second. When such a power wanted to kill someone who was lower than 

him in level, it was like how an adult knocked over a baby with a hammer. Zhong Ziqi stood it hardly as 

his bones all over started to crack. n𝕠𝓋𝓮/𝗅𝑩)In 

One hour later, blood started to flow out of Zhong Ziqi’s nostrils and ears. 3 hours later, Zhong Ziqi’s 

silver hair and beard started to turn grey at a speed visible to eyes. 

Zhang Tie just watched it in the distance, gnashing his teeth. Meanwhile, he was racking his mind and 

looking for the opportunity to launch a strike. He didn’t know how long had Zhong Ziqi stood there. But 

apparently Zhong Ziqi had been running out of his energy. Given his look, Zhong Ziqi couldn’t stand for 

too long. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor was there while the huge black tower was tightly surrounded by those 

demon powers, leaking no cracks at all. Therefore, Zhang Tie couldn’t find an opportunity to launch a 

strike after gazing at them for quite a while. 

Zhang Tie didn’t know what was immortal hell; however, given this scene, Zhang Tie couldn’t persuade 

himself to watch such a human hero dying. 

‘Whatever, in the worst scenario, I will hide in Castle of Black Iron. Nothing f*cking to fear about!’ 

When Zhang Tie prepared to release one substitute to muddle the water, all of a sudden, he felt a 

powerful wave from his back, which even made those floating mountains in Mountains Plain quiver. 

Zhang Tie turned around as he saw a person in the skyline in an overwhelming manner. His battle qi was 

not a wisp of smoke, a tornado, but a rumble of thunder. It split the sky like a light beam, which could be 

seen clearly within tens of thousands of miles. Because of that person, the entire Mountain Ruins 

rocked... 

He moved too fast. A few seconds later, the man had already been 600 miles away from about 1400 

miles away. 



With a square solemn, red face, a pair of sharp eyes, he was wearing an emperor’s crown, a pink gold 

battle outfit with a terrifying beast on its surface. Additionally, he was holding a 1 m long fiery machete 

which was as broad as a threshold by one hand and a spider demon’s head by the other hand. The 

spider demon’s eyes were agape. Apparently, it was extremely scared before death. 

Given his ferocious qi and power, he must be Force Emperor... 

Zhang Tie had not seen Force Emperor. However, he had seen his painting in Dragon Emperor Pavilion. 

Therefore, Zhang Tie knew that it was Force Emperor the moment he caught sight of his face by his 

lotus-flower eyes. 

Zhang Tie was shocked too much. He didn’t know what was that black immortal hell huge tower and 

wondered how it could arouse the attention of an immortal emperor and a demon emperor within such 

a short period of time. 

“Hahaha, I was wondering why I couldn’t see you 8-feet insects in Mountain Ruins these days. It turns 

out you’re hiding here. Hurry, come here for death...” Force Emperor’s voice reverberated around the 

Mountain Plain. Besides Six-armed Demon Emperor, all the other demon generals had changed their 

faces. 

Among human immortal emperors, given brutality towards demons, Force Emperor could rank first for 

sure. This man was definitely the No. 1 enemy of demons. His name had shocked demons across the 

Motian Realm for thousands of years. Demons being killed by him could almost fill the valleys in 

Mountains Plain... 

Chapter 1865: Zhang Tie’s Resolute Response 

 

As Force Emperor was flying towards it at a surging speed, Six-armed Demon Emperor didn’t even move; 

instead, it only glanced at over 10 sage-level powers in red cloak around it. Closely after that, those 

sage-level powers then rushed towards Force Emperor in a triangular battle formation. 

On this occasion, a sage-level demon power could never defeat Force Emperor. However, when more 

than 10 sage-level demon powers formed a battle formation, they could fight that top power in Motian 

Realm. 

With a conjuration, the battle qi of those sage-level demon powers instantly integrated with each other. 

As a result, the triangular battle formation manifested the virtual image of a 3-headed demonic dragon 

which was higher than 1,000 m. With a roar, the virtual image was instantly tens of thousands of meters 

away and rushed towards Force Emperor. 

“Hahaha, I will try your Dragon Demon Battle Formation today. Let see which one is greater, you or me? 

Go to hell...” Force Emperor’s voice rumbled. As he finished the word “hell”, both parties had already 

collided with each other in the air over 130 miles away from Zhang Tie. 

Force Emperor elevated rapidly as he raised his 1 m-longer terrifying machete and slashed towards the 

virtual image of the 3-headed demonic dragon from tens of thousands of meters away like a deity with 

swaying hair and shiny eyes, lightning bolts under his foot. 



In a split second, the air zone was brightly lit. At this moment, the machete gave out a tens of thousands 

of meters-long saber light which flew towards the virtual image of the 3-headed demonic dragon in an 

overwhelming way with rumbling thunders. 

That virtual image was unwilling to admit itself outdid as it was protected by a black flame from all 

directions at once. Closely after that, the demonic dragon widely opened its mouth as it released a 

purple light towards that saber light. 

“Bang...” The great impact wave came from over 130 miles away. As a result, a rumbling sound could be 

heard among those mountain peaks in Mountains Plain. Some air-floating mountains within dozens of 

meters broke apart immediately as all the plants on them turned into ashes and the stones and soil 

were vaporized. Even the high-purity air-floating metal deep inside them vanished in the great impact 

wave... 

‘That’s too powerful...’ 

Watching the battle between such top powers, Zhang Tie felt his heart shuddering with fear. Such a 

scene could only be seen in Motian Realm. There were definitely no immortal emperor-level powers, so 

many sage-level powers or “secret item of formation beads” of dragon demon that could connect the 

power of these sage-level powers in other worlds... 

At this moment, the Dragon Demon Battle Formation resisted Force Emperor’s attack. As a result, the 

earth-shaking, terrifying boom sounded constantly over 130 miles away. Ordinary people could barely 

see how these powers moved and attacked. They could only see a shiny saber light lighting the entire air 

zone in an overwhelming way from hundreds of miles away. At the same time, black and purple flames 

were boiling around the saber light as if they wanted to melt it. n.-0𝐕𝑒𝓁𝐁In 

The collisions released a powerful impact wave and colorful lightning bolts and demonic flames. All the 

surrounding air-floating mountains were broken and vaporized. In the fiercest place of the collision, 

Zhang Tie found the light in the space started to twist and change its length like shadows in a distorting 

mirror which was phantom. 

Heller said that the time-space force in Mountain Ruins was in a fragile balance. At this moment, the 

battle between Force Emperor and those sage-level demon powers made the fragile time and space 

overwhelmed as if it was going to break a big hole at any time. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor started to exert his full strength to attack Zhong Ziqi as the green blood 

vessels bulged on his hands the moment the 10-odd sage-level demon powers blocked Force Emperor. 

At the same time, wisps of black qi surged out of his sharp claws and started to cover and press the 

semi-transparent cover, causing the semi-transparent cover to undulate more heavily. In the blink of an 

eye, the cover had shrunk a lot. Even Zhong Ziqi who was trying his best to sustain it started to tremble 

heavily. At the same time, blood started to flow out of Zhong Ziqi’s eyes... 

If not that black tower above Zhong Ziqi’s head, given his ability as a fire immortal general or a semi-

sage level knight, he could never stand for too long. However, due to the sharp gap between their battle 

forces, in the words of Six-armed Demon Emperor, Zhong Ziqi couldn’t even utilize 1/100 of the 

complete power of the small tower. Even so, it was also a miracle for Zhong Ziqi to resist Six-armed 

Demon Emperor so long... 



“Now that Force Emperor has already arrived, the other powers of Force Emperor Immortal Palace will 

come here soon too. Following which, those powers in humans’ secret realms will also come. As long as 

you could stop Force Emperor and the other powers of Force Emperor Immortal Palace for 40 minutes, I 

will get the hub of the Infinite Immortal Hell...” Six-armed Demon Emperor distantly told the other 

demon generals who were surrounding the huge black tower. 

Over 1,000 demon generals promised him in unison as all of their qis surged. At this moment, many 

demon generals even started to form various battle formations... 

Of course, at this moment, not all the demon generals had formation beads in their bodies. The most 

powerful formation beads might be in the bodies of those sage-level demon powers. As for the rest of 

demon generals, they could only form different battle formations due to different formation beads in 

their bodies. 

At this moment, some battle formations were composed of 3-5 demon generals; the biggest one was 

composed of 108 wind demon immortal generals... 

Many demon generals couldn’t join battle formations; even so, they were also ready for combat. Some 

demon generals were shining as they were in secret immortal outfits. 

However, only few of these high-level demon generals could own secret immortal outfits. Additionally, 

most of those secret immortal outfits were incomplete. Most of secret immortal outfits were single 

breast armor, shoulder armor, arm armor or skirt amor. Only 5 demon generals in black cloak near Six-

armed Demon Emperor were in full purple immortal outfits. 

The complete immortal outfits could fully cover the five demon generals, even their faces. After putting 

them on, the five demon generals’ qis instantly raised to a new level and were almost equal to that of 

sage-level knights. 

In the blink of an eye, the blood that Zhong Ziqi spat out had turned purplish black inside the semi-

transparent cover... 

With a crack, one forearm of Zhong Ziqi which was broken from his elbow. At the same time, it spurted 

out blood from the broken part. Zhong Ziqi’s face turned pale gold at a stroke... 

“Hahaha, do you think that someone could save you? I will see how long can you stand!” Six-armed 

Demon Emperor said with a grim smile. 

... 

When Zhang Tie found that Zhong Ziqi couldn’t stand it any longer and Force Emperor might not be able 

to break through the Dragon Emperor Battle Formation in a short period of time, he felt his blood 

surging as he roared inside, ‘F*ck you! Whatever!’ 

On this occassion, even though Zhang Tie knew that he couldn’t defeat Demon Emperor and those 

demon generals; honestly, he couldn’t just watch dauntless human knights like Zhong Ziqi dying. 

‘I have to do something!’ 

... 



Before the arrival of Force Emperor, Zhang Tie had already activated a substitute. Therefore, he had his 

substitute put on clothes and take a weapon in Castle of Black Iron and let it be ready to fight demons at 

any time. 

When Zhang Tie determined to launch a strike, his substitute came out of Castle of Black Iron in a split 

second. 

“Go to hell...” Zhang Tie’s substitute roared as it rushed towards the huge black tower. At the same 

time, he threw out the 3.6-ton fantastic iron spear. 

When his substitute showed up, Zhang Tie had already lurked in a place less than 4,000 m away from 

the huge black tower, being invisible all over. The moment his substitute threw out the spear, Zhang 

Tie’s original body had already come to the other side of the huge black tower... 

The fantastic iron spear was targeting at the back of Six-Arm Demon Emperor. 

Zhang Tie found that Six-armed Demon Emperor kept putting his arms closely onto the semi-transparent 

cover as if his prey would escape the moment he moved his hands away. Therefore, Six-armed Demon 

Emperor became Zhang Tie’s first target. 

The 3.6-ton spear reached an amazing speed the moment he left the hand of Zhang Tie’s substitute 

given the great strength of Zhang Tie’s substitute, its high speed as a divine dominator and the great 

explosive strength benefited from setting free spear shrimps. 

The spear moved as fast as a lightning bolt. In a split second, it had struck those demon generals in the 

periphery of the huge black tower and come to the back of Six-Arm Demon Emperor before those 

demon generals made any response to it... 

When the sharp head of the spear was going to touch Six-armed Demon Emperor’s back, Six-armed 

Demon Emperor’s one hand suddenly left the semi-transparent cover and turned 180 degrees backward 

before catching the head of the spear... 

“Boom...” 

Chapter 1866: Fight 

 

Zhang Tie’s 3.6-ton fantastic iron spear only slightly shook the arm of Six-armed Demon Emperor and 

caused it to move about 1.5 cm back. Following after, the spear started to be distorted, twisted, 

compressed and broken in the collision between the two forces. Finally, it turned into ashes and 

perished with the explosive impact wave... 

A drop of blood dripped off Six-armed Demon Emperor’s arm. It was the only wound caused by Zhang 

Tie’s spear. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor took a look at its injured palm; then, it fixated onto Zhang Tie’s substitute 

which was rushing towards it with an icy look. “Invisible Shen bead... not bad... you’re something. A little 

wind immortal general could hurt me... Kill him; bring me the invisible Shen bead...” 



After saying that, Six-armed Demon Emperor turned around and continued to greedily gaze at that black 

tower floating above Zhong Ziqi’s head. Meanwhile, it put that hand onto the semi-transparent cover 

again. Only after a few seconds, its palm had stopped bleeding as if it was not injured at all. 

Although Zhang Tie had already experienced the terror and power of demon emperor in the realm of 

Versatile Demon Emperor, Zhang Tie still felt a bit helpless when he clashed against Six-armed Demon 

Emperor. Although his substitute only had 70% of the battle force of himself, Zhang Tie had got an 

unprecedented, powerful battle force. Even so, such a decisive strike only caused Six-armed Demon 

Emperor to move back its hand a bit and leave a small wound on its hand. All the other hands of Six-

armed Demon Emperor didn’t leave the semi-transparent cover at all. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor didn’t even completely release its protective battle qi. Despite the powerful, 

explosive impact wave, Six-armed Demon Emperor just swept away the broken pieces of the spear by its 

protective qi. 

Ordinary knights could barely hurt an immortal emperor, not to mention killing him. 

Two semi-sage spider demons in black cloak and three ordinary heavenly spider demons charged at 

Zhang Tie at the same time; all the others battle formations of demon generals didn’t even move, no 

matter large or small. 

“Go die...” Zhang Tie roared. When the 5 demon generals were approaching him, he suddenly increased 

his speed by almost two times. Due to their miscalculation of Zhang Tie’s speed, the two spider demons 

in black cloaks missed their attacks by passing near Zhang Tie’s back. 

At the same time, Zhang Tie instantly hit himself onto the protective battle qi of a wind spider demon 

general, causing that spider demon to fly backward. Zhang Tie and that wind spider demon general 

immediately broke out of the encirclement of the other 4 spider demons. The other 4 demon generals 

changed their faces at a stroke as they hurriedly turned around and chased after Zhang Tie. 

Zhang Tie’s strength was too terrifying. Only that spider demon who collided with Zhang Tie had the 

deepest feeling. He felt even being hit by a mountain; instead of a person. Zhang Tie’s sheer animal 

strength could compress his protective battle qi to the extreme and almost break it... 

When Zhang Tie and that spider demon collided against each other, they instantly started close combat. 

That wind spider demon was also ferocious. Although it had felt Zhang Tie’s great power, it still didn’t 

give any expression of weakness in fighting this powerhouse. Almost as soon as Zhang Tie hit him, that 

spider demon general had stabbed towards Zhang Tie’s head, neck, heart, ribs and lower abdomen by its 

six odd hands at the same time with a fleer. 

As for spider demons with 6 hands, they were good at close combats. 

However, that wind spider demon general still misjudged Zhang Tie’s battle force. When Zhang Tie had 

just promoted to a shadow knight, he could already kill a heavenly demon knight, not to mention this 

moment. After getting hang of shrimp punch and promoting to the 7 change realm of heavenly knight, 

even though he didn’t use a heavy weapon or only had 70% of his full battle force, Zhang Tie’s terrifying, 

powerful iron fists were still out of the imagination of the wind spider demon general. 



Facing the attack of the six odd hands of the spider demon, Zhang Tie didn’t mean to avoid it at all. 

Given his extremely rich experience in fierce battles and battle awareness, Zhang Tie punched out when 

the wind spider demon general’s protective battle qi was extremely compressed and had not rebounded 

where he was in the weakest situation. 

At the same time, the light and shadow of a spike shrimp appeared behind Zhang Tie. Before the other 

demon generals realized the meaning of that spike shrimp, that wind spider demon general’s protective 

battle qi had been shattered into pieces by Zhang Tie’s iron fist. Under its incredible look, its chest had 

been slammed by Zhang Tie’s fist... 

With a boom, the upper body of wind spider demon general was punched into pieces, causing its blood 

and broken bones to fly in all directions at a high speed. n.-0𝔳ℯ𝓁𝔅1n 

That wind spider demon general’s attack was still 15 cm away from Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi when 

its upper body was broken into pieces. It didn’t even hurt Zhang Tie at all... 

In a close combat between powers, such a short distance was as unsurmountable as a natural moat. 

This also explained why Zhang Tie didn’t even defend. Zhang Tie knew that he could punch this spider 

demon into pieces before it could attack. 

Zhang Tie killed the first demon general very smoothly from sudden acceleration, collision to punch at 

the most proper moments. Although it was just a punch, it had already combined military tactics, punch 

skills and battle skills perfectly. As a result, it could realize such an amazing effect. 

“Eh...” Six-armed Demon Emperor, who had already ignored Zhang Tie, turned around once again. 

Gazing at Zhang Tie who was rushing towards it, Six-armed Demon Emperor’s eyes flickered. The other 

demon generals, especially the 5 demon generals who had joined hands to besiege Zhang Tie became 

shocked and infuriated as their berserk battle qi strikes covered Zhang Tie like an escape-proof net at a 

stroke. 

When Zhang Tie punched again, his punch instantly broke through the battle qi strikes of two semi-sage 

spider demon generals and two wind spider demon generals in an instant like how a sharp saber 

penetrated through the paper. Almost at the same time, he rushed towards Six-armed Demon Emperor 

like a sharp bolt and punched the latter again... 

The battle qi of his fist instantly crossed thousands of meters in the air like a torrent and fell behind Six-

Arm Demon Emperor. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor still didn’t move; instead, a spider demon in full-body purple outfit appeared 

behind Six-armed Demon Emperor and blocked Zhang Tie’s punch. 

Closely after that, the spider demon in full-body purple outfit sped up towards Zhang Tie. With a flash, it 

had appeared 1,000 m away as it raised two of its scissors-like hands towards Zhang Tie’s neck. 

Zhang Tie didn’t fear him at all; instead, he directly slammed the two pairs of scissors by his iron fists... 

In fierce collisions and booms, out of their imagination, Zhang Tie sped up once again as he instantly 

broke through the siege of the spider demon general in full-body purple outfit and continued to fly 



towards Six-armed Demon Emperor. At the same time, he punched at his target for the three times. This 

time, his punch was 30% more powerful than that before... 

In the eyes of Six-armed Demon Emperor, facing over 1,000 demon powers, Zhang Tie broke the siege of 

two batches of demon powers, killed one wind demon general and launched his strike towards Six-Arm 

Demon Emperor for the second time... 

Nobody believed that a wind immortal general could make such a great battle exploit. 

Watching Zhang Tie’s unyielding performance, over 1,000 demon generals became restless at once. 

As was imagined, Zhang Tie’s third strike didn’t fall on Six-armed Demon Emperor either; instead, it was 

blocked by another demon general in full-body outfit. Following after, that demon general rushed 

towards Zhang Tie... 

As a result, 6 demon powers were besieging Zhang Tie at the same time, 4 semi-sage powers and 2 

ordinary wind demon generals. 2 of the 4 semi-sage demon powers were in full-body outfits whose 

battle force was close to that of a sage-level demon knight. 

Zhang Tie was blocked in all directions and was mired in an absolute hard battle... 

As demons outnumbered him in population and were more powerful than him, Zhang Tie had to fight 

them at his full strength. 

At the same time, over 130 miles away, with an extremely snow-white saber light, a demonic dragon’s 

head was chopped off. As a result, the greater part of the Dragon Demon Battle Formation was 

destroyed. Closely after that, the three-head demonic dragon which was covered with towering 

demonic flame instantly tottered. 

It seemed that it couldn’t trouble Force Emperor too long. 

Meanwhile, Zhong Ziqi’s final moment also arrived... 

... 

Zhong Ziqi had seen the entire process since Zhang Tie suddenly appeared and threw out his spear, 

breaking the siege of demon powers and rushing towards Six-armed Demon Emperor time and time 

again and punching at Six-armed Demon Emperor for two times. 

Zhang Tie was in a hard battle; however, Zhong Ziqi suddenly burst out laughing. Although Zhong Ziqi 

had been covered with blood, he was still laughing out loudly. At the same time, his gloomy eyes turned 

increasingly brighter... 

“Hahaha, hero, although I don’t know your name, I, Zhong Ziqi have to appreciate you. If I could meet 

you in the afterlife, I will invite you for a drink...” 

Closely after saying that, Zhong Ziqi and that semi-transparent protective cover with flowing runes 

turned into a scorching light ball and exploded. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor was sent flying hundreds of meters away due to the aftermath. At the same 

time, the black tower turned into a light and shot towards Zhang Tie as fast as a lightning bolt... 



Chapter 1867: Gathering of Powers 

 

Zhong Ziqi’s suicide was completely out of Zhang Tie’s imagination. He just watched this unyielding, 

dauntless human immortal general turning into a brilliant light ball. What was more unexpected was 

that Zhong Ziqi pushed the black tower towards Zhang Tie using the explosive force of his death! 

In this situation, perhaps Zhong Ziqi would like to have a try as long as he could keep the black tower 

from falling in the hand of demon emperor or other demons... 

Before Zhang Tie felt grieved about Zhong Ziqi’s death and studied the black tower, he had seen the 

black tower penetrating through some demon generals besieging Zhang Tie and moving towards 

himself. 

Zhang Tie would exert his full efforts to make Zhong Ziqi’s death valuable as the black tower was gifted 

by Zhong Ziqi at the cost of his life... 

The huge totem of spike shrimp reappeared behind Zhang Tie. Zhang Tie roared as he punched out 100 

times in a split second, sending the 6 surrounding demon generals flying backward at once. One wind 

spider demon general’s protective battle qi was broken again by Zhang Tie’s iron fist. Closely after that, 

its body was broken into pieces by Zhang Tie’s punch and turned into a bloody rain. 

Zhang Tie instantly grabbed the small black tower as he resisted the power counterstrike of a semi-sage 

spider demon power by his protective battle qi and powerful body. Almost at the same time, Zhang Tie 

penetrated through the bloody rain of the second wind spider demon general that he had just killed... 

... 

Watching Zhang Tie getting the small black tower, Six-Arm Demon Emperor who was sent flying 

hundreds of meters away roared as he sped up towards Zhang Tie in an instant. Within one step, he had 

been thousands of meters away as he reached his claws towards Zhang Tie. 

Whims occurred to Zhang Tie the moment his substitute got the black tower——my substitute could 

never keep the tower. In this occasion, in order to prevent the small tower from falling in the hand of 

Six-armed Demon Emperor or other demons, the only solution is to throw the tower to me or Force 

Emperor... 

If my substitute gifts it to Force Emperor, my substitute might not be able to escape from Six-armed 

Demon Emperor’s chase as there were still about 130 miles between Force Emperor and my substitute. 

——If the black tower was thrown to me, it would expose me. Even though I could get the tower, I’m 

still not sure whether I can escape or not. In that case, I might have to hide in Castle of Black Iron. But 

what if Six-armed Demon Emperor just waited here for me? If so, I would not be able to get out of Castle 

of Black Iron anymore. If Six-armed Demon Emperor contacted Versatile Demon Emperor, they could 

easily know that it was me who got the black tower and hid in the portable space. According to Versatile 

Demon Emperor, the others also have such portable spaces; but, they might not be as powerful as 

Castle of Black Iron... 



Those whims actually flashed by within 0.0001 seconds. In such a short period of time, Zhang Tie had 

already made a decision. On this occasion, he would never have demons get that black tower even at 

the risk of exposing his original body and Castle of Black Iron. 

——This black tower looks unusual. If it fell into the hand of demons, it could only be exchanged with 

numerous people’s lives. If I could get it, even if I were forced to hide in Castle of Black Iron, I could 

always have some opportunities to reverse the situation in the future. I will take the initiative. 

When these whims flashed into his mind, he didn’t notice that the black tower slightly trembled and 

gave out a bizarre light when it touched his substitute. The light swept over Zhang Tie’s qi sea and 

disappeared. 

At this moment, all the 1,000 demon generals surrounding the huge black tower also moved. Almost all 

the demon generals rushed towards Zhang Tie. 

... 

However, undoubtedly, Six-armed Demon Emperor was always the fastest one. 

“Give it to me...” Six-armed Demon Emperor roared as it charged at Zhang Tie with a grim look. It passed 

by those demon generals who were besieging Zhang Tie just now and instantly arrived ahead of all the 

other demon generals. Almost at the same time, it extended its six arms and gave out a towering black 

battle qi which covered the entire air zone, causing the air zone to turn dim in an instant like a solar 

eclipse. Its surging battle qi not only surrounded Zhang Tie from two sides but also isolated him from 

approaching the huge black tower... 

Zhang Tie discovered the intention of Six-armed Demon Emperor. n/-0𝑣𝚎𝓵𝚋1n 

‘It seems that Six-armed Demon Emperor doesn’t want me to approach the huge black tower.’ Zhang 

Tie’s heart suddenly palpitated. 

“Here you are...” Facing Six-armed Demon Emperor who was rushing towards his substitute, Zhang Tie’s 

substitute didn’t look scared at all; instead, in rapid retreat, Zhang Tie punched at Six-armed Demon 

Emperor. Zhang Tie accelerated towards the opposite direction of his original body the moment his 

punch was defended by Six-armed Demon Emperor. 

As was imagined, Six-armed Demon Emperor was trapped. It thought that Zhang Tie just wanted to get 

rid of it and escape. Despite being powerful, due to the unsurmountable difference in level, Zhang Tie’s 

punch qi was already shattered by Six-armed Demon Emperor before it approached the latter. Closely 

after that, Six-armed Demon Emperor flashed and blocked Zhang Tie. At the same time, it reached its 

claw towards Zhang Tie’s left chest... 

“Hahaha...” Zhang Tie burst out laughing as he punched at Six-armed Demon Emperor again without 

retreat. At the same time, the small black tower flew off his hand and shot towards Zhang Tie’s original 

body like a light when he charged at Six-armed Demon Emperor. 

There was no demon general in the air zone where Zhang Tie’s original body was. Additionally, no 

matter how fast Six-armed Demon Emperor was, he still couldn’t match the speed of the black tower 

which was thrown out by Zhang Tie at his full strength; not to mention that he was a bit slower in 

response and was blocked by Zhang Tie. 



Although being an unrivaled power in Motian Realm, Six-armed Demon Emperor was much more 

powerful than Zhang Tie. However, it had been challenged by Zhang Tie several times since the latter 

showed up within a short period of time. Zhang Tie had disrupted its plan which it was confident to 

make. Additionally, its subordinate demon generals and itself had been fooled by Zhang Tie for several 

times like monkeys. Therefore, Six-armed Demon Emperor had long been extremely furious as it 

couldn’t wait to tear Zhang Tie apart and slap him into sh*t... 

“Go die...” Watching Zhang Tie throwing out the black tower and speeding up towards it, Six-armed 

Demon Emperor didn’t let go of Zhang Tie. With an overwhelming black battle qi, it turned one claw into 

palm and slashed towards Zhang Tie like holding a saber. 

Facing Six-armed Demon Emperor’s strike, the fragile space in Mountain Ruins twisted again. After 

colliding with its terrifying strike, Zhang Tie’s iron fist was broken into pieces in an instant. Closely after 

that, the aftermath of the strike broke Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi and hit his body, sending him 

flying backward at once. Spurting blood heavily all over, Zhang Tie saw an over 1 m-long huge wound 

from his left shoulder to his right lower abdomen, which almost separated him into two halves. 

When it found its strike failed to split Zhang Tie’s substitute into two halves, Six-armed Demon Emperor 

became a bit shocked at once. It realized that Zhang Tie’s body was exceptionally hard. It was absolutely 

not like the body of a wind immortal general, but more like that of a supreme immortal general. 

However, when it found Zhang Tie had been sent flying backward and was heavily injured and besieged 

by a large batch of demon generals which implied that he was destined to die, Six-armed Demon 

Emperor instantly chased after the black tower which was flying towards far, ignoring whether Zhang Tie 

was alive or not any longer... 

‘Is that the real battle force of Six-armed Demon Emperor?’ 

When Zhang Tie’s substitute was sent flying away by Six-armed Demon Emperor’s strike, his brain and 

nerves were heavily stimulated by the great pain. Additionally, Zhang Tie was pretty shocked at this 

moment. He finally realized how powerful was an immortal emperor or a demon emperor. Zhang Tie felt 

that Six-armed Demon Emperor didn’t purely use its battle qi or physical strength just now; instead, it 

used a bit strength of universal law——cutting. 

When he was slammed by Six-armed Demon Emperor’s palm force, Zhang Tie felt that he was not hit by 

physical strength, but was split by a space crack. In the blink of an eye, Zhang Tie felt like falling in two 

spaces. It was similar to that feeling when half of his body was just sucked into the space crack while the 

other half was still above Yinhai Desert. At that moment, although being extremely temporal, Zhang Tie 

felt his body was split into two halves, one half in this space, the other in somewhere else unknown... 

A great batch of demon generals rushed over here with red eyes. 

Zhang Tie’s substitute didn’t think too much. Gnashing his teeth, he sped up towards a spider demon 

general in black cloak who only wore a skirt armor, ignoring the blood and terrifying wounds over his 

body and his rapid escaping essential energy. 

‘F*ck, even if my substitute has to die, he has to kill another demon general!’ 

... 



On the other side, watching the small black tower flying towards him, Zhang Tie’s original body rushed 

out of Castle of Black Iron in a split second. Almost at the same time, he released his spiritual energy as a 

divine dominator. When the small black tower was over 2,000 m away from him, it had been grabbed by 

Zhang Tie’s spiritual energy... 

However, a fair, powerful and slightly pale hand suddenly appeared out of the void and caught the small 

black tower soon after Zhang Tie’s spiritual energy touched the small tower and intended to pull it back. 

Almost at the same time, the fair yet a bit pale hand pointed at Zhang Tie’s original body. Closely after 

that, starlight flew towards Zhang Tie and hit his chest. In an instant, Zhang Tie trembled all over like 

being hit by a huge hammer. Spurting out blood, he was instantly sent flying 100 m backward. The 

contact between him and the black tower was also cut off at a stroke. 

At the same time, another starlight was released by another finger which then collided with Six-armed 

Demon Emperor’s palm. With a boom, it forced Six-armed Demon Emperor who was rushing towards 

here to retreat at once. 

Closely after that, a middle-aged Hua man suddenly appeared out of the void with a high forehead, slim 

eyes, a domineering yet a bit feminine look. After taking a look at the black tower in his hand, he 

suddenly burst out laughing wildly, ignoring Six-Arm Demon Emperor who had changed his face greatly 

and Zhang Tie who was retreating rapidly and spurting out blood. “Hahaha, look, this immortal prison is 

always mine in the end, hahaha...” 

As was imagined, this man was Star Emperor... 

Chapter 1868: Being Completely Exposed 

 

There were always accidents in one’s life! 

Like how Six-armed Demon Emperor had not predicted that Zhang Tie was hiding aside and destroying 

his good plan, Zhang Tie had not imagined that Star Emperor was hiding aside either; not to mention 

that Star Emperor could grab the black tower at the critical moment. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie finally understood why Star Emperor and Force Emperor didn’t show up in 

Woods Medium-sized Domain although Woods Medium-sized Domain was in great turmoil and Force 

Emperor Immortal Palace and Heavenly Sunshine Immortal Palace were confronting each other with 

daggers and had caused heavy casualties. Perhaps what had happened in Mountain Ruins was more 

important than that in Woods Medium-sized Domain. 

However, compared to Force Emperor who always behaved in a righteous and heroic way, Star 

Emperor’s methods were more mysterious and unpredictable. 

Star Emperor’s strike sent Zhang Tie flying back and injured him. At this moment, although Zhang Tie 

had not acquired the black tower, he still didn’t feel too sad or unacceptable when he found that the 

black tower fell in the hands of Star Emperor. The pitiful whim just flashed by. Instead, he felt a bit 

reassured. After Star Emperor showed up and acquired the black tower, he could share some stress with 

Zhang Tie from demons. 



No matter how cunning and selfish was Star Emperor, he was after all a human. This point alone was 

enough for Zhang Tie. From ancient times, emperors or heroes were not necessarily kind-hearted men 

or sages who had perfect morals. As long as they could benefit most of the people, the ethnic groups 

and the country as a whole and hold their ground in front of enemies or major issues, they could still 

preserve their prestige despite they were vicious, merciless and use unscrupulous divisive tactics. 

The fact that the black tower fell in the hands of a human was definitely better than it fell in the hands 

of a demon. 

Zhang Tie was very scared of Star Emperor; however, he didn’t hate him too much. 

... 

Soon after Star Emperor acquired the black tower, Zhang Tie’s substitute had been broken into pieces by 

that spider demon in black cloak. Before death, Zhang Tie’s substitute exerted his full efforts to 

penetrate through the spider demon’s protective battle qi; at the same time, the spider demon inserted 

one claw into Zhang Tie’s chest. In a split second, Zhang Tie and the spider demon turned into pieces... 

‘F*ck, I miss another fire chakra...’ 

Zhang Tie pitied the fire chakra of spider demon in black cloak when his substitute died. 

At this moment, standing far away, Zhang Tie wiped off his mouth corners and watched Star Emperor, 

Six-armed Demon Emperor and so many demon generals with sparkling eyes as he racked his mind and 

considered how to get something from demons before getting rid of them. 

Although his substitute had already killed two demon generals, Zhang Tie’s original body had gotten no 

benefits. Zhang Tie couldn’t accept it; especially when there were so many fire chakras right in front of 

him... 

... 

The appearance of Star Emperor reversed the situation at once; at the same time, Six-armed Demon 

Emperor and so many demon generals became still at a stroke too. None of them dared surround Star 

Emperor for the time being. Six-armed Demon Emperor glanced at Star Emperor, Force Emperor who 

was fighting those supreme-level immortal generals and Zhang Tie one after another with sparkling 

gloomy eyes. Nobody knew what it was thinking about. 

Perhaps they had already received the message of Six-armed Demon Emperor, those demon generals in 

form of Dragon Demon Battle Formation who were already disadvantaged didn’t mean to fight Force 

Emperor anymore. Facing a 10,000-m long snow-white saber light, the dragon demon battle formation 

collapsed in a split second. Force Emperor burst out into laughter as he approached Star Emperor, Six-

armed Demon Emperor and Zhang Tie in only a few seconds. n/-0𝑣𝚎𝓵𝚋1n 

At the same time, those demon sage-level knights who had just formed the Dragon Demon Battle 

Formation also arrived there and surrounded Star Emperor, Force Emperor, Six-Arm Demon Emperor 

and Zhang Tie. 

Two human immortal emperors were here. By contrast, only Six-armed Demon Emperor could fight the 

two human immortal emperors. If the battle broke out, so many demon generals couldn’t form a 



complete battle formation at all. Even though they could fight a human immortal emperor, they couldn’t 

take the upper hand, not to mention stopping a human immortal emperor from leaving here. Therefore, 

both parties just confronted each other while holding their nerves. 

Force Emperor and Star Emperor were both dauntless. By contrast, demons were pretty unwilling to 

accept the fact. Gnashing its teeth, Six-armed Demon Emperor gazed at the black tower in the hand of 

Star Emperor with its strongest qi and surging black battle qi. It was ready for launching a strike at any 

time. 

As for Zhang Tie, he was absolutely neglected by those unrivaled powers given his battle force. 

“Hahaha, it’s really boisterous here...” Force Emperor flew over here with a huge saber on his shoulder. 

He stopped thousands of meters away from Star Emperor and Six-armed Demon Emperor. Following 

after, he glanced at Six-armed Demon Emperor with his sharp eyes under dense eyebrows. Finally, he 

fixed his eyes on “Cui Li”. After glancing at Zhang Tie from his head to toe, Force Emperor said with a 

faint frown, “Invisible Shen bead, are you red and blue devils? But you don’t look like them according to 

the descriptions of the gossips...” 

Zhang Tie and his substitute had just shown up out of the air; no wonder Force Emperor would treat 

Zhang Tie and his substitute as red and blue devils. 

Before Zhang Tie spoke, Star Emperor had answered, “Lu Lanfeng the Lightfeather Lord of Light Feather 

Immortal Palace and I acquired two invisible Shen beads from Mountain Ruins. Lu Lanfeng even gifted 

his invisible Shen bead to one of his disciples. Pitifully, his disciple was killed by red and blue devils. 

Therefore, that invisible Shen bead fell in the hands of red and blue devils. However, red and blue devils 

had long been killed in Brokenstars Sea. Of course, their invisible Shen bead fell in the hands of someone 

else...” After saying that, Star Emperor glanced at Zhang Tie with his long, narrowed eyes with deep 

meaning in his eyes... 

After hearing Star Emperor’s words and having an eye contact with Star Emperor, Zhang Tie let out a 

sigh as he knew that Star Emperor had already guessed Zhang Tie’s real identity——it was Star Emperor 

who employed red and blue devils to eliminate the crew of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace in Heavenly Square City in Brokenstars Sea. Later on, Zhang Tie experienced Star Emperor’s 

spiritual trick in the mind sea of a demon general whom Star Emperor gifted to him. Given Star 

Emperor’s wisdom, he could easily know that red and blue devils were killed by Zhang Tie in Brokenstars 

Sea. Of course, the invisible Shen bead of red and blue devils fell in the hands of Zhang Tie. Although 

Zhang Tie had disguised as Cui Li, his invisible Shen bead could still expose a lot of information. 

“It’s not a big deal. No matter what, you’re better than red and blue devils the two scumbags. Given that 

you dared fight a demon emperor, you must be a tough man. I promise you to leave here alive today...” 

Force Emperor told Zhang Tie resolutely in an extremely domineering way, “Oh, may I know your name? 

I’ve not heard about you among the humans in Motian Realm.” 

“Hahaha, he is Zhang Tie, the incumbent Dragon Emperor. Your Majesty Force Emperor, how could you 

not hear about him...” an abrupt voice suddenly sounded around them. After hearing this voice, Zhang 

Tie changed his face at a stroke because it was from Versatile Demon Emperor. 



At the same time, it appeared 70 miles away. Then, it came to the front of all the others only with a few 

flashes. 

It was in red robe with silver hair and beard, a wrinkled face, a pair of profound eyes and a tall nose 

which looked like a hawk beak. At the sight of this uninvited guest, Star Emperor and Force Emperor 

shrunk their eyes at once. At the same time, Six-armed Demon Emperor’s eyes flickered as if it was 

considering something; however, it was still a bit scared about it... 

“It’s a grand event for 5 human and demon emperors to gather together in Mountain Plain, Your 

Majesty Dragon Emperor, why do you hide yourself?” Versatile Demon Emperor spoke to Zhang Tie with 

a faint smile. 

‘Damn it!’ 

Zhang Tie revealed a bitter smile. After his invisible Shen bead was exposed, Star Emperor might guess 

Zhang Tie’s real identity. In the eyes of Versatile-Demon Emperor, it was nothing different than 

admitting that he was Zhang Tie. As Star Emperor didn’t know that Zhang Tie had activated his body-

changing immortal bloodline, he might still be a bit confused about that. However, Versatile Demon 

Emperor knew that Zhang Tie could disguise as Cui Li. 

Previously, Zhang Tie thought that he could promote to a semi-sage level knight secretly in Mountain 

Ruins; unexpectedly, after coming to Mountain Ruins for less than a month, his identity of Cui Li had 

been exposed; especially to those more powerful ones in Motian Realm. 

Watching Versatile Demon Emperor approaching them, Zhang Tie took in a deep breath as he changed 

back to his original look——a 17-year old handsome teenager. 

“A disguised demon?” Force Emperor squinted his eyes as his qi surged all of a sudden. 

“No, it’s a deity’s bloodline...” Star Emperor gazed at Zhang Tie as if it was his first time to recognize 

Zhang Tie. 

Watching Zhang Tie restoring his original look, Six-armed Demon Emperor looked around as if it was 

afraid that Zhang Tie’s “master” would come out again. At this moment, if one more human immortal 

emperor was here, it would be more impossible for Six-armed Demon Emperor to get the black tower... 

After restoring his original look, Zhang Tie felt reassured, frank and open-minded at a stroke. ‘Those who 

should come would come sooner or later. After all, even Versatile Demon Emperor have known that, I 

won’t be afraid that it’s exposed to others.’ 

After changing back to his original look, Zhang Tie talked to Force Emperor and Star Emperor with a 

smile, “Please forgive me, I’ve not imagined that I could meet you here. The reason that I disguised as 

Cui Li lay in that I was chased by Versatile Demon Emperor these days. Despite I’ve survived his traps for 

a few times, I have to protect myself to a certain degree...” 

“What? You were chased by Versatile Demon Emperor?” Force Emperor took a look at Zhang Tie, then 

Versatile Demon Emperor with deep confusion. Despite being an immortal emperor, Force Emperor still 

felt confused. 



Not only Force Emperor, even Star Emperor felt a bit confused. He didn’t know about the old scores 

between Dragon Emperor and Versatile Demon Emperor at all, not to mention that Zhang Tie was 

chased and hiding in such an embarrassed way. 

“Let me tell you. Zhang Tie was not born in Motian Realm; instead, he came from another world...” 

Versatile Demon Emperor said with a grim smile as it exposed another major news,” When I met him for 

the first time, I found the surging points on his spine was lit after he was born. These days, he stayed 

with Bian Heng. I’m afraid that Bian Heng had mixed some primordial qi into his surging points on the 

spine; therefore, you couldn’t discover his difference. Additionally, this man has mastered a lot of odd 

secret skills. Even though the former Dragon Emperor in Dragon Emperor City was disguised by him. The 

real Dragon Emperor had been killed over 900 years ago. This man disguised as the late Dragon Emperor 

and Dragon Emperor’s disciple. In this way, he usurped the throne of Dragon Emperor and cheated 

people everywhere. Even I feel ashamed for his deed...” 

Of course, Versatile Demon Emperor had its deep meaning by saying that. Previously, it thought that 

Zhang Tie would be flurried by its words; unexpectedly, after hearing its words, Zhang Tie became 

completely calm... 

Chapter 1869: Being Free 

 

After the thing that he was concerned about the most was exposed to the public by Versatile Demon 

Emperor, Zhang Tie should have the reason to feel frustrated or flurried facing so many unrivaled 

powers. However, after exposure, Zhang Tie felt being free like a person who was in mask could finally 

pick off his mask and breathe the air and enjoy the sunshine freely, exposing his real face to the public... 

Zhang Tie was also a bit amazed by his mental change. However, after analyzing his own mentality, 

Zhang Tie immediately figured it out. In the final analysis, his temperament determined that he was not 

that kind of a person who liked to play tricks or enjoyed living in the dark. 

Since he came to Motian Realm, although Zhang Tie had not hidden his name, he was always meticulous 

and afraid of exposing his own secrets. He had many concerns. Although he had promoted to higher 

levels at a high speed over these years in Motian Realm, he didn’t feel free at all; instead, he was also 

depressed and cautious subconsciously. 

After so many secrets were exposed to the public, Zhang Tie’s concerns were finally gone. He was finally 

free and could become himself. 

In the final analysis, in this world, battle force determined everything. As long as one had great battle 

force, he would be safe in this world as nobody dared hurt him. If one was weak, he couldn’t even hold 

one gold coin in his pocket as many people would cast greedy eyes on it. 

If one had great battle force, he would always be taken as a powerful and able one even if he pretended 

to be weak! 

If one didn’t have great battle force, he would always be taken as a coward even if he pretended to be 

something! 

It was a universal law in both Taixia Country and Motian Realm. 



After thinking it through and abandoning all the concerns, Zhang Tie looked frank with a faint smile; 

instead of the expression that Versatile Demon Emperor longed for. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie suddenly saw the light and won great wisdom. Meanwhile, his thoughts 

became clear and smooth. His mentality instantly reached a new height. With this new mentality, Zhang 

Tie instantly figured out Versatile Demon Emperor’s purpose by unveiling his background to the public. 

It was definitely not Versatile Demon Emperor’s sudden inspiration or that it purely wanted to strike 

Zhang Tie by exposing his background to Force Emperor and Star Emperor; instead, it had multiple 

purposes. 

Firstly, Versatile Demon Emperor wanted to tell Force Emperor and Star Emperor that the Dragon 

Emperor who had been missing for more than 900 years would never come back. Versatile Demon 

Emperor, Six-armed Demon Emperor and Black Mountain Demon Emperor and so many demon generals 

had already taken the upper hand. 

Secondly, it might be related to the chaos that Versatile Demon Emperor aroused in the domains below. 

The turmoil in Woods Medium-sized Domain and Dark Valley had been expanding. On this occasion, if 

everyone knew the background of the incumbent Dragon Emperor and that there was actually no 

immortal emperor on the back of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace; instead, it was an alien who 

usurped the throne of Dragon Emperor, the Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace which had just recovered 

its vigor would become the target of many ambitious ones across Motian Realm again. The internal 

competitions among humans in Motian Realm would be further aggravated. 

Thirdly, Versatile Demon Emperor wanted Zhang Tie to be the target for all. It might even want to 

stimulate Force Emperor or Star Emperor to kill Zhang Tie so as to eliminate a big threat facing demons 

in the future. 

Although Zhang Tie was not crystal clear about the ultimate intention of Versatile Demon Emperor by 

arousing such great chaos among humans, he had absolutely known the general frame of Versatile 

Demon Emperor’s tricks. 

As Versatile Demon Emperor exposed Zhang Tie’s background, all the immortal emperors or demon 

emperors present including those demon generals who had just fought Zhang Tie just now fixated onto 

Zhang Tie at a stroke. 

At this moment, if Zhang Tie was a match, he might have long been lit by those sights. n-/0𝑣𝐄𝐋𝔟In 

As for these powers, they didn’t care about Zhang Tie’s secret methods or the fact that he usurped the 

throne of Dragon Emperor at all; because they knew that the throne of Dragon Emperor would be 

usurped and Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace would break apart sooner or later given the former 

situation facing Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. What shocked them the most was that Zhang Tie was 

an “alien”. 

Of course, a man who didn’t come from Motian Realm was almost like an alien compared with 

commoners in the eyes of those powers in Motian Realm. 



“Most of Versatile Demon Emperor’s words were real. I indeed came from an alien world. According to 

my knowledge, I’m not the first alien who had entered Motian Realm; probably not the last one either. 

Therefore, don’t be curious about that. As for my real name, I’m the very Zhang Tie...” 

Zhang Tie’s voice and look were both calm. Like an invisible strength, his calmness temporarily caused 

those eager, restless eyes to calm down. All the others just listened to him quietly. 

“But Versatile Demon Emperor made a mistake. Although I’ve not seen Dragon Emperor, I’m indeed the 

disciple of Dragon Emperor. When I came to Dragon Emperor City, I acquired the secret methods that 

His Majesty Dragon Emperor left in Dragon Emperor City. Nobody else across Motian Realm would be 

more qualified than me to inherit the throne of Dragon Emperor...” As he spoke, Zhang Tie released a 

golden dragon-shaped flame. In the blink of an eye, the air within tens of thousands of meters had been 

heated like being in a furnace. Although nobody present was afraid of this high temperature, everyone 

could recognize that the golden flame was the brand of the former Dragon Emperor——Real Dragon 

Flame. Nobody would deny it. 

“As long as you could find someone who’s more qualified than me to inherit the throne of Dragon 

Emperor, I’d like to abdicate; instead of being unwilling to leave this throne!” Being surrounded by the 

golden realm dragon flame, Zhang Tie was safe and sound; instead, he watched Versatile Demon 

Emperor with a smile. “If you call it a usurpation, what about that you screwed up Runed Emperor and 

killed him, acquiring his Tadpole Rune Sutra and founding Dark Emperor Immortal Palace in the name of 

Rune Emperor secretly? What do you call it when you made the golden-soul rune virus and instigated 

internal competitions among human immortal palaces? You cannot wait to kill me because that I 

unveiled the background of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace in Cyanlotus City; destroyed the Cyandragon 

Palace and the branch of Si Clan of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace; knew your real identity and refused 

your profitable allure...” 

It was impolite not to reciprocate. Therefore, Zhang Tie unveiled Versatile Demon Emperor’s 

conspiracies among humans at once. Even Star Emperor and Force Emperor might not know these 

information. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Star Emperor and Force Emperor exchanged a glance with each other. 

Closely after that, Versatile Demon Emperor’s face turned gloomy. He squinted at Zhang Tie as a 

ferocious light flashed across his eyes. Versatile Demon Emperor knew that Zhang Tie was tricky; 

however, he had not imagined that Zhang Tie still stayed calm and fearless about him at this moment... 

“You mean you were the very person who unveiled the conspiracy of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace 

outside Cyanlotus City?” Force Emperor opened his mouth as he watched Zhang Tie. 

“Yes, two female disciples of Yin-Yang Sect are familiar with me. The branch of Cyandragon Palace of 

Dark Emperor Immortal Palace attacked Redmountain City from the inside and with the golden-soul 

rune virus and captured all the immortal generals of Yin-Yang Sect. Previously, they wanted to take 

these captives to space beneath the castle of Si Clan and offered sacred sacrifice with the captives 

before activating the golden-soul rune virus in their minds so as to make those captives their puppets. 

Unexpectedly, I caught up with them and saved all the captives of Yin-Yang Sect in Cyanlotus City. 

Additionally, I destroyed the plan of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace and exposed the background of Dark 

Emperor Immortal Palace to the public...” 



“Why did you do that in Cyanlotus City?” Force Emperor asked. Force Emperor knew the tragedy outside 

Redmountain City. At that time, he was pretty infuriated; because he had not imagined that the 

remaining ones of Yin-Yang Sect that Force Emperor Immortal Palace had been chasing for so many 

years were hiding in the territory of Force Emperor Immortal Palace. Additionally, he had not imagined 

that someone in Motian Realm dared find trouble in his territory by exterminating a branch being 

subject to Force Emperor Immortal Palace. After hearing Zhang Tie’s explanation, he finally knew the 

details about the event outside Redmountain City. 

“Humans and demons are implacably opposite to each other. Even though I’m not a native in Motian 

Realm, I’m still a human. After discovering demons’ conspiracy on endangering humans in Motian 

Realm, of course I should stand on the side of humans and consider how to deal with it safe and 

sound...” Zhang Tie explained seriously. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Force Emperor raised his dense eyebrows and praised loudly, “Good, 

what a disciple of Dragon Emperor!” 

Superficially, Force Emperor was speaking highly of Zhang Tie; actually, he had accepted the fact that 

Zhang Tie had inherited the throne of Dragon Emperor. As an immortal emperor, of course, Force 

Emperor could sense the intention of Versatile Demon Emperor. However, we should oppose everything 

that our enemies support and support everything that our enemies oppose. This was the golden law of 

the competition between humans and demons. Versatile Demon Emperor wanted to use Force Emperor 

and Star Emperor to kill Zhang Tie and disrupt the overall situation facing humans; therefore, Force 

Emperor would stop Versatile Demon Emperor from doing that. 

“If you want to have a free chat, please change the place. I would never stop you. But you have to leave 

the tower here before leaving...” Six-armed Demon Emperor finally opened its mouth coldly as it kept a 

close eye on Star Emperor. 

“Hahaha, Infinite Immortal Prison is a legendary object in Motian Realm. Of course, the one who gets it 

would have it. If you want to stop me from leaving, it depends on whether demons have that ability!” 

Star Emperor said after taking a cold and arrogant look at Six-armed Demon Emperor and Versatile 

Demon Emperor. After that, Star Emperor took a look at Force Emperor and said, “If I could keep the 

Infinite Immortal Prison today, Star Emperor Immortal Palace would like to share everything inside the 

immortal prison with Force Emperor Immortal Palace, 60/40. If there’s really a deity’s secret method 

inside the immortal prison, we two could study it together...” 

Force Emperor took a look at Star Emperor. Only after less than 1 second’s consideration, he had 

nodded and said in a muffled voice, “Good, let’s see whether the legendary immortal prison which was 

said to be used to suppress all the evil forces in the period of deities belongs to humans or demons...” 

Of course, Star Emperor didn’t think that Zhang Tie was qualified to share the benefits with him at this 

moment even though he represented Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace... 

After hearing the talk between Star Emperor and Force Emperor, although Zhang Tie looked calm, his 

inner heart had actually been pounding. ‘Deity’s secret method? What does that mean? Deity’s secret 

method is an emperor-level secret method. Is there an emperor-level secret method in immortal prison? 

Is there any more emperor-level secret method besides Xuanyuan Deity Sutra and Infinite King Roc 

Sutra in Motian Realm? 



‘Wait!’ A whim suddenly flashed into his mind. ‘What if Infinite King Roc Sutra that Bian Heng and the 

others discovered was inside the immortal prison?’ 

Zhang Tie was shocked very much by this presumption. At the same time, Six-Arm Demon Emperor 

launched a strike... 

Six-armed Demon Emperor couldn’t wait anymore; because a large batch of human immortal generals 

were flying towards here from thousands of miles away as fast as they could... 

Force Emperor and Star Emperor were not single commanders... 

Six-armed Demon Emperor targeted at Star Emperor. 

When Six-armed Demon Emperor moved, Star Emperor moved too, closely followed by Versatile Demon 

Emperor Immortal Palace and Force Emperor... 

Force Emperor rushed towards Versatile Demon Emperor so that the two demon emperors couldn’t 

attack Star Emperor at the same time... 

“Hurry, go. Six-armed Demon Emperor and Versatile Demon Emperor both want to kill you today. 

Human powers inside the Mountain Ruins are on the way here. You’re not qualified to join the following 

scramble...” Force Emperor told Zhang Tie. 

Following after, two sage-level spider demon knights in red cloaks had charged at Zhang Tie... 

The real battle broke out immediately... 

Chapter 1870: The Sudden Change in the Black Tower 

 

Two sage-level demon generals charged at Zhang Tie simultaneously. Undoubtedly, it indicated that Six-

armed Demon Emperor determined to kill Zhang Tie. In the eyes of Six-armed Demon Emperor, no 

matter how powerful was Zhang Tie, he could never surpass the insurmountable gap between the 

heavenly knight and sage-level knight. Generally, one sage-level knight would be able to kill Zhang Tie 

easily. For the sake of insurance, Six-armed Demon Emperor asked two sage-level demon knights to 

attack him. Given this point, Six-armed Demon Emperor must be hating Zhang Tie very much. 

Without Zhang Tie, the small black tower had long fallen in the hands of Six-armed Demon Emperor. 

Because of Zhang Tie, so many changes had happened. As a result, Six-armed Demon Emperor’s hard 

efforts became in vain. Therefore, Six-armed Demon Emperor determined to kill Zhang Tie out of 

benefit. 

From the stance of demons, no matter whether Zhang Tie was from another world or not, he was the 

heir of Dragon Emperor and the incumbent Dragon Emperor of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. If Six-

armed Demon Emperor could kill such a person, it would gain greater prestige among demons. Demons 

in Motian Realm also valued reputation, the greatest one of which was to kill the heads of human 

immortal palaces. 



Undoubtedly, Six-armed Demon Emperor would win greater reputation if it killed the incumbent Dragon 

Emperor of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Therefore, Six-armed Demon Emperor determined to kill 

him. 

With the two above reasons, Six-Arm Demon Emperor determined to assign two subordinate sage-level 

knights to launch strikes at Zhang Tie at the same time and killed him as fast as possible. 

Zhang Tie had understood Six-armed Demon Emperor’s intention. Before the two sage-level demon 

knights approached him, Zhang Tie had accelerated towards the surrounding demon generals. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor wanted to kill Zhang Tie; however, he underestimated Zhang Tie’s real battle 

force. Nor did he imagine that Zhang Tie dared launch a strike with high morality at this critical moment; 

instead of escaping away. 

In Zhang Tie’s eyes, the surrounding demon generals were more like movable chakras rather than 

demon generals. 

Regardless of the belonging issue of the small tower, if Zhang Tie didn’t seize this opportunity to make a 

big fortune, he would never forgive himself. 

When the two immortal emperors and the two demon emperors collided with each other, they caused 

the entire space to rock. All the other powers including Zhang Tie and the other demon generals stayed 

far away from their battlefield as fast as they could. At this moment, anyone being involved in the 

battlefield between those top powers would die for sure. Even sage-level powers were not an 

exception... 

“Listen, two supreme-level demon generals couldn’t kill him. All the supreme-level demon generals 

should form a battle formation to kill Zhang Tie...” Watching Zhang Tie charging at those surrounding 

demon generals, Versatile Demon Emperor who was fighting Force Emperor changed its face 

immediately as it roared at Six-armed Demon Emperor. 

Only Versatile Demon Emperor who had fought Zhang Tie before knew the terror of this humble “wind 

demon general”. If they didn’t kill Zhang Tie as soon as possible, when he promoted to a fire immortal 

general or supreme-level immortal general, he would be unrivaled across Motian Realm. If Zhang Tie 

promoted to an immortal emperor, he would destroy all the demons in Motian Realm. 

In order to kill Zhang Tie, Versatile Demon Emperor even risked great dangers staying outside Emperor 

NvWa City for a few months and postponing his plan in Woods Medium-sized Domain. Pitifully, Zhang 

Tie finally escaped. Just now, when Versatile Demon Emperor moved and intended to kill Zhang Tie, it 

was instantly blocked by Force Emperor. 

What irritated Versatile Demon Emperor the most was that it had told Six-armed Demon Emperor 

secretly to kill Zhang Tie as soon as possible at their full efforts like tigers fighting a rabbit at any cost... 

However, Six-armed Demon Emperor didn’t take its words seriously; perhaps Six-armed Demon 

Emperor had taken its words seriously; however, Six-armed Demon Emperor thought that it was already 

like tigers fighting a rabbit at his full efforts by assigning two supreme-level demon generals to fight 

Zhang Tie. As for the other supreme-level demon knights, Six-armed Demon Emperor would keep them 



to restrict Star Emperor’s move in case that the tricky Star Emperor escaped away with the small 

tower... 

After hearing Versatile Demon Emperor’s words, Six-armed Demon Emperor actually didn’t take it 

seriously. In its eyes, Zhang Tie was just a wind immortal general. Two supreme-level demon generals 

could definitely kill him. Additionally, Versatile Demon Emperor and Six-armed Demon Emperor were on 

the same level. Even though Versatile Demon Emperor had killed Runed Emperor and had greater 

reputation in Motian Realm, almost all the demon generals here were subordinate to Six-armed Demon 

Emperor. Therefore, Six-armed Demon Emperor felt disgraced taking the advice of Versatile Demon 

Emperor... 

Six-armed Demon Emperor didn’t express its dissatisfaction; instead, it kept attacking Star Emperor with 

blazing eyes silently. However, Zhang Tie’s performance soon told Six-armed Demon Emperor that it was 

wrong. 

Zhang Tie moved so fast that even Six-armed Demon Emperor thought that it was dazzled. The two 

supreme-level demon generals who were charging at him were also dwarfed by him in speed. 

Only with a flash, Zhang Tie had passed over 10,000 m and entered the surrounding demon generals. 

Before a wind demon general made any response, its fire chakra had been locked by Zhang Tie’s shackle 

of chakra. In a split second, a punch had approached the wind demon general’s eyes... 

At the same time, a shadow of spike shrimp reappeared behind Zhang Tie. Being different than that 

before, a hot sun appeared behind the shadow this time. 

A shrimp’s force could scramble brilliance with the sun, not to mention a human’s force! 

Boom... 

Zhang Tie’s strong punch qi crossed the sky while the hot sun covered the wind demon general. In an 

instant, the wind demon general’s body had disappeared in the hot sun... 

Hundreds of meters away from that wind demon general, there was another single wind demon general 

who didn’t join the big formation with the others. When the first wind demon general disappeared in 

the hot sun, Zhang Tie’s second punch had already arrived at the front of the second wind demon 

general. 

Following after, another blazing sun rose up. The second wind demon general’s protective battle qi and 

body then melted in Zhang Tie’s terrifying punch qi immediately. 

All the other demon generals were startled. Before they made any response, the third single wind 

demon general had melted in the blazing sun of Zhang Tie’s punch qi. 

Compared to the former two late wind demon generals, this one was a bit more powerful; because it 

could defend 2 punches; so what... 

Given Zhang Tie’s speed, he could punch over 100 times per second, each punch with the same power. 

Therefore, there was no difference for Zhang Tie whether his opponents could resist one punch or two 

punches. 



As for those ordinary wind demon generals, they couldn’t move as fast as Zhang Tie; additionally, their 

protective battle qi was as fragile as a paper board facing Zhang Tie’s terrifying iron fists. They couldn’t 

escape away or defeat Zhang Tie. They could only wait for death! 

It was absolutely a one-sided massacre! 

When Zhang Tie avoided the siege and strikes of some sage-level demon knights and some demon battle 

formations, he kept chasing after those single wind demon generals. Only after a short while, he had 

broken two more wind demon generals into pieces by punches. 

The shadow of spike shrimp behind Zhang Tie gradually became the symbol of death deity. The demon 

generals’ battle formations would be chaotic wherever Zhang Tie passed by. It was like a tiger entering a 

flock of sheep... 

Unexpectedly, in the blink of an eye, Zhang Tie had already killed 5 wind demon generals. Therefore, all 

the other demons were startled by Zhang Tie’s great battle force except Versatile Demon Emperor. 

Six-armed Demon Emperor’s eyes turned bloody in an instant. He roared at some subordinate supreme-

level demon generals, “Kill him...” 

... 

Demons were not foolish. After Zhang Tie killed five ” soft persimmons 1 ” as fast as he could, he found 

all the rest demon generals had made responses to his action. All the single demon generals gathered 

together and hid behind those battle formation of demon generals. At the same time, those battle 

formations of demon generals started to besiege him. Those supreme-level demon generals who didn’t 

attack him just now instantly fixed the gaps of the battle formations in all directions... 

The current situation was that over 1,000 demon powers were besieging Zhang Tie. In a split second, 

hundreds of battle qi strikes had been released towards Zhang Tie, leaving no space for him to escape... 

At a glance, Zhang Tie was going to be shattered into pieces like a mantis facing the huge wheel of 

demons. 

Pitifully, he only killed 5 wind demon generals... 

Zhang Tie was still a bit unsatisfied about his achievement. n𝑜𝑣𝔢.𝓁𝗯-In 

When the five wind demon generals were killed by Zhang Tie, their fire chakras were locked by Zhang 

Tie. 

What Zhang Tie didn’t like was that all the 5 wind demon generals were poor. The total of their fire 

chakras was only a bit more than that of a complete fire chakra of a fire demon general... 

If he could have a few more minutes, he could lock enough fire chakras to promote to a semi-sage level 

knight. However, the rapid reaction of demons closed the temporary time window. 

Hundreds of powerful battle qi strikes arrived in an overwhelming manner. When everyone thought that 

Zhang Tie was going to be shattered into pieces or at least be heavily injured, Zhang Tie responded with 

a battle qi strike by punch and broke it. Closely after that, he flew out of the encirclement through the 



route of that battle qi. Before over 1,000 demon generals adjusted the direction and fired, Zhang Tie had 

disappeared from their sight... 

Not until then did they remember that Zhang Tie had an invisible Shen bead, which had long integrated 

with Zhang Tie’s spirit. Zhang Tie could be invisible whenever he wanted without any omen. Given this 

point, he could even match Star Emperor. 

Now that they couldn’t see Zhang Tie, their battle qi strikes became disordered and couldn’t pose a 

threat to Zhang Tie any longer. Additionally, they had to prevent from Zhang Tie’s sneak attack... 

As a result, the battle formation of demon generals became chaotic again. In order to prevent from 

Zhang Tie’s sneak attack and figure out Zhang Tie’s trace, over 1,000 demon generals launched battle qi 

strikes forward and towards far like being crazy... 

... 

When Star Emperor found that all the supreme-level demon generals were besieging Zhang Tie, he 

indeed had a whim——leave here! 

The black tower was still in Star Emperor’s hand. Not knowing why, the small tower was getting 

increasingly hotter. However, as it was a far-ancient immortal item, Star Emperor didn’t think too much 

about it. He just took it as a natural response. On this occasion, now that Star Emperor wanted to leave, 

he wanted to teleport the small black tower into his portable space-teleportation equipment. However, 

when Star Emperor ran his spiritual energy, he found the small tower didn’t respond to his order at all. 

He tried again in vain. He was really shocked. He had not met such a thing before. When he wanted to 

put the small tower into his portable space-teleportation equipment, he found that the small tower 

became completely frozen in this space and couldn’t be moved at all. 

‘Couldn’t the control center be put in space-teleportation equipment?’ 

When this whim flashed by, Star Emperor felt the black tower vibrate in his hand. 

With a buzz, the black tower quivered once. Closely after that, it gave out a brilliant golden light as if it 

suddenly woke up after sleeping for numerous years. Due to the high-frequency shock of the tower, Star 

Emperor almost failed to hold it. At the same time, his arm also started to shake with the small tower. 

‘What’s wrong with it?’ Star Emperor was dumbfounded... 

With another buzz, the small tower quivered again with a higher frequency. At the same time, the small 

tower gave out a brighter golden light. Despite being an immortal emperor, Star Emperor failed to hold 

the small tower this time. The small tower instantly got rid of his grip. After penetrating through a 

powerful strike of Six-Arm Demon Emperor, it flashed towards the place where those demon generals 

were gathering around in terms of golden light while passing the trembling and twisted space... 

The sudden change shocked the four unrivaled powers... 

After being temporarily stunned, Six-armed Demon Emperor became surprised. He then turned around 

and chased after the small tower. Meanwhile, he ordered those supreme-level demon generals to block 

Star Emperor for the time being... 

 


